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Synthetic Training vs. Live Training Environments: A 
Better Way to Train? 

 
Gregory P. Krätzig M.A. 
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Presentation Notes
Can pistols skills be acquired In the absence of live-fire? In the absence of recoil?What impact, if any, does this type of training have on Scores Retention
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Antoinette Apprentice Barrel trainer 
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Automobile simulatorBiomechanics simulatorsA biomechanics simulator is used to analyze walking dynamics, study sports performance, simulate surgical procedures, analyze joint loads, design medical devices, and animate human and animal movement.Main article: AnimatLabA neuromechanical simulator that combines biomechanical and biologically realistic neural network simulation. It allows the user to test hypotheses on the neural basis of behavior in a physically accurate 3-D virtual environment.City and urban simulationtool used by urban planners to understand how cities are likely to evolve in response to various policy decisionsLEAM are examples of large-scale urban simulation models that are used by metropolitan planning agencies and military bases for land use and transportation planning.MedicalThis will allow students to enter the clinical years better prepared, and with a higher skill levelDisaster Preparedness and Simulation TrainingEconomics simulationIn economics and especially macroeconomics, the effects of proposed policy actions, such as fiscal policy changes or monetary policy changes, are simulated to judge their desirability. A mathematical model of the economy, having been fitted to historical economic data, is used as a proxy for the actual economy; proposed values of government spending, taxation, open market operations, etc. are used as inputs to the simulation of the model, and various variables of interest such as the inflation rate, the unemployment rate, the balance of trade deficit, the government budget deficit, etc. are the outputs of the simulation. The simulated values of these variables of interest are compared for different proposed policy inputs to determine which set of outcomes is most desirable.Marine and flight simulatorsWeather Simulation







Total Mean Percentage Scores, only for Cadets who 
failed an Evaluation Session. 
  
Evaluation    Live-fire  Synthetic-fire  
Session  Mean    Mean   
BMK1    12.51      10.23 * 
BMK1a    16.22      16.08   
BMK2  138.43    148.34   
BMK2a  158.13    150.99   
FQ   198.00    184.00   
FQa   205.63    226.15 *  
 
Note. BMK1 = Benchmark 1 first attempt, BMK1a = Benchmark 1 Reshoot, BMK2 = 
Benchmark 2 first attempt, BMK2a = Benchmark 2 Reshoot, FQ = Final Qualification 
First Attempt, FQa = Final Qualification Reshoot.  
* p < .05 



Final Scores for all Cadets at Each Benchmark Test.

TEST
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Regina Leader-Post (2010) 

London Evening Standard (2007) 

New York  Daily News (2008) 

Chicago Tribune (Terrance James, 
2009)  





 
 
 

Skills Transfer From a Simulator to Real World Setting

Scenario
SC1 SC2 SC3 IC1 IC2 IC3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Training performance was not negatively impacted with fewer scenarios.Optimal performance requires a pre-instruction session (e.g., EVOC-101 Web).Skills transfer to a real world training environment and learning continues in police car. Performance is enhanced when cadets are exposed to a dynamic training environment.Simulator training addresses a training gap.Reduces instructional hours and wear and tear on equipment.
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Mobile Classroom-Tablets 
 
Virtual Worlds 
 
Desk Top Simulations 
 

Other Technologies 



 
 
 

Discussion/Questions 
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